CALL for Participants

“NIHONGO Starter A1”
A free/open online course for Japanese Language Starter Level

Presented by
The Open University of Japan & The Japan Foundation

Main Features

Drama-taste Skits
Open Badge and e-Certificate
Learner Supports on SNS

▼ Introduction ▼
“NIHONGO Starter (A1)” is an online course for non-native speakers of Japanese who are preparing to study in Japan. International students can learn basic Japanese in the course which takes up various topics and scenes that students will encounter when they stay in Japan. The main character is an international student at a science and technological university but the content is general so it also applies to those studying in other areas and the student’s family too. Let’s begin studying Japanese.
“NIHONGO Starter”: Schedule
▼ The CLASS 1: 14 Apr – 18 May 2014▼
▼ The CLASS 2: 2 Jun – 7 Jul 2014▼
▼ The CLASS 3: 4 Aug – 7 Sep 2014▼
▼ The CLASS 4: 3 Nov – 22 Dec 2014▼
▼ The CLASS 5: 12 Jan – 22 Mar 2015▼
▼ The CLASS 6: 11 Jun – 15 Jul 2015▼
▼ The CLASS 7: 9 Nov – 20 Dec 2015▼
▼ The CLASS 8: 20 Jun – 31 Jul 2016▼

The contents of all classes are the same: The same textbooks and the same instructions.

Dear Japanese language teachers
If you are interested in using our content at your classroom, please contact with Tsuneo Yamada at OUJ (e-mail : tsyamada@ouj.ac.jp)

More information and Registration for the Class
https://www.facebook.com/nihongostarter

NIHONGO Starter Course Team, the Open University of Japan, 2-11 Wakaba, Mihama, Chiba 261-8586, Japan